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Mir, 18 Feb No problem. We spend months tuning up and configuring the phone - "just wipe out
all that"? What's the point upgrading to the newest version anyway, what advantages it gives
you other than being more resource hungry like any new version? Sam, 18 Feb I'm having some
serious battery issues after the android 11 update. After charging the ba I'm having some
serious battery issues after the android 11 update. Any suggestions would really be
appreciated!! Peter UK, 17 Feb Same here, battery improved after update. Nice surprise!
Seriously m afraid to updated 3. Never said the phone was great what I meant was many of the
issues listed on that post are mostly from misuse ,mishandling ,and defects of that device ,not
actual flaws of the Samsung s10, the Samsung has excellent speakers and his are probably
spoilt and the type c port becoming loose is also because of usage ,that's not something wrong
with the s10 ,the phone not connecting to a system anymore also sounds like just malware or is
probably related to His loose type c port. I don't have an issue with saying what is wrong with a
phone ,but I have issues when you don't state general issues and start going into things
affecting just your device which would reflect badly on the product as a whole. Cupcakes, 05
Feb Assuming you've done all the basic stuff like charging it with a couple different charger
Battery life has somehow improved after the update which is great! I was a bit hesitant in
updating my phone but it's all for good. Sam, 11 Feb None so far. The update is pretty good, I
like the double tap to sleep option, call background Very pleased. Sohail, 09 Feb Any problems
facing mosy important battery side camera heating side None so far. Sam, 09 Feb I've just
received the notification for Android 11 update. Updated my s10 here in Australia three days
ago. All very good, battery about the same or perhaps a little better. No complaints. Phone will
sometimes unlock when I place it down after locking it after the new update. Any problems
facing mosy important battery side camera heating side. Jim, 09 Feb I haven't recieved any
update about Android 11 On my galaxy s10,in South Africa I've just received the notification for
Android 11 update. I haven't recieved any update about Android 11 On my galaxy s10,in South
Africa. Rubal, 07 Feb The battery backup of the S10's exynos variant gets worse after android 11
update No its about the same. The battery backup of the S10's exynos variant gets worse after
android 11 update. Post your opinion. Sort by: Newest first Oldest first Best rating. S P Total of
user reviews and opinions for Samsung Galaxy S Galaxy S10 Features to Enable and Disable.
The Infinity O display on the new S10 models includes cut-outs to house the front camera or
dual cameras in the case of the S10 Plus. You can make the cut-out around the front camera on
your Galaxy S10 flash for notifications. To take advantage, you'll need to turn them on. How to
Use Mutli-Window Mode. The extra large screens on the Galaxy S10 and S10 Plus are great for
multitasking. Here's how to run two apps simultaneously on a split screen. By default, the
Galaxy S10 display is set to a Natural tone. Miss more vivid colors? Here's how to change the
display's default look. Or would you prefer to disable the feature altogether? Here's how to
adjust the settings to make the most of this feature. Or you can pick a wallpaper that helps
personalize your new phone. Turn on Night Mode for the Galaxy S The Galaxy S10's Night Mode
can reduce eye strain while also conserving battery power. Here's how to turn on the feature.
How to Capture a Screenshot with the Galaxy S There are multiple ways to capture what's on
your Galaxy S10's screen. Tom's Guide. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our
subscription offer. Topics Galaxy. Sign Out. Join Sign in. Great news!!! We literally have
thousands of great products in all product categories. AliExpress will never be beaten on
choice, quality and price. But you may have to act fast as this top s10 ideas is set to become
one of the most sought-after best-sellers in no time. With the lowest prices online, cheap
shipping rates and local collection options, you can make an even bigger saving. AliExpress
takes pride in making sure that you always have an informed choice when you buy from one of
hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Every store and seller is rated for customer
service, price and quality by real customers. Plus you can find out the store or individual seller
ratings, as well as compare prices, shipping and discount offers on the same product by
reading comments and reviews left by users. Every purchase is star-rated and often has
comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so you can buy
with confidence every time. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can collect
coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress, great quality, price
and service comes as standard â€” every time. By continuing to use AliExpress you accept our
use of cookies view more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your Cookie Preferences at the
bottom of this page. Cookie Preferences. Buyer Protection. Ship to. Wish List. Account
Welcome to AliExpress! Welcome back. All Categories. Hot promotions in s10 ideas on
aliexpress:. Related Search: 16th gift ideas t50 gift ideas chevy s10 ideas ezbook case ideas
wedding suits ideas party ideas galaxy things ideas oants ideas galaxy novelty wedding ideas
ladies gift ideas 10 10 year gift ideas international party ideas Hot Search: outdior christmas
lights outboard motors ndh show sticker hyundai i30 door sticker iphone 12 camera protein

whey isolate mercedes mouse pad cover outboard motors edmonton outboard motors ebay usa
protein cups egg muffins Ranking Keywords: purple joggers rave outfits men purple pants
mens purple blazer men purple shoes mens punk shoes. Google Play App Store. All rights
reserved. Scan or click to download. Feel free to try, and let me know if they worked for you. We
have a dedicated article on how to save screenshots outside camera roll in Samsung phones
that you can check out. Set Up Interaction Control Have you ever been in a situation where you
need to show someone something on your phone, but they start looking at everything else as
well. Which is why a lot of phones come with features like Guided Access on iPhones, and stuff
like that. Well, on the Galaxy S10, this is called Interaction Control. To do this, go to Settings ,
and tap on Accessibility. Here, head over to Interaction and Dexterity. Here, head over to
Interaction Control , and turn on the toggle. You can now simply press and hold the power and
volume up buttons on any screen you want to lock, and either manually select the area where
you want taps and swipes to be deactivated, or block the entire screen. Lockdown With
biometrics being available on almost every single smartphone out there, there have been many
reports of people being forced to unlock their phone using Face ID, Iris scanning, or their
fingerprints, especially at airports and places with high security. Plus, if you have friends like
Rupesh, they might use your fingerprint to unlock your phone while you sleep. Lockdown
basically turns of biometric authentication until you unlock the phone with the PIN, pattern, or
password, making it a great feature to use in certain situations. Well, if you have the same
issue, you can actually turn off those gesture hints. Please enter your email address here. LOG
IN. Recover your password. Your Comment Please enter your comment! Your Name Please
enter your name here. Your Email You have entered an incorrect email address! News OneUI 2.
Partner Content. Related Articles. Samsung Bringing Some Galaxy S20 Features to S10 and
Note 10 Samsung recently released its Galaxy S20 series with a ton of new software features
apart from the obvious bump in hardware specifications to make Subin B - Mar 25, Anmol
Sachdeva - Feb 14, The update is rolling out well in advance of Akshay Gangwar - Nov 29, Yes,
even if they Anmol Sachdeva - Oct 18, OneUI 2. Anmol Sachdeva - Oct 9, Since the Coronavirus
pandemic spread around the world, there has been an explosion of home and office devices
with UV lights claiming to disinfect everything from your gadgets, to keys, wallets, and [ For the
most part, truly wireless earphones feel very much alike. True, you can get them in a variety of
price ranges with a bunch of features, but they are essentially similar features with improveme[
Contact us Advertise About Us. To get the most out of your Galaxy S10, however, you should
learn how to unlock its full potential. Customizing your device has never been easier. Pull down
the notification shade, tap the magnifying glass icon, and type what you seek into the search
bar. It generally works very well. If you tap the three vertical dots at the right you can also tweak
what Finder shows and exclude certain apps from searches. Tap the three vertical dots at the
top right and then Button order and you can pick what should be included and position it
precisely where you want, which can be a real timesaver. You can also make changes to the
Button grid to change the layout and the Status bar here. We recommend turning on battery
percentage in the Status bar. Tap the three vertical dots at the top right and you can Sort the
app icons and access the Home screen settings. If you prefer not to have a separate app drawer
at all, then tap on Home screen layout and switch to Home screen only. Pop-up view is a smart
option that enables certain apps to pop up on top of others as Facebook Messenger does. Any
app that has Multi-window support can be toggled on here, but we think it works best for
messaging apps. Samsung enables you to hide your shame with Secure Folder. To use it simply
drag down the notification shade and tap on the Secure Folder icon in your quick settings. By
default, your Galaxy S10 is going to make little noises every time you touch it and it can get
pretty tiring for you and everyone else in the vicinity. If you are going to use it, then take the
time to set it up the way you want. We like the Edge lighting, but tend to turn off Edge panels.
The standard Android screenshot method is to press the Power and Volume down keys
simultaneously to take a screenshot and it works on the Galaxy S10, too. But Samsung being
Samsung means you can also take a screenshot with a palm swipe gesture on the screen. The
S10 range has impressive stamina, which is one of the reasons we love it. But there are always
times when you may need to extend your battery life. You can select a Power mode in here to
suit your needs and remaining battery life. You can also tap on Battery usage to get a better
breakdown. This tool will show you precisely what has been guzzling all your power. There is
also another, less elegant way to hide the hole-punch camera on your S Harnessing the magic
of wireless power requires one of the best wireless chargers. To do this, pull down the
notification shade and tap the Wireless PowerShare icon in the quick settings. A pop-up will
appear on-screen to confirm power-sharing. Then touch your S10
2001 chevrolet tracker fuse diagram
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to the other phone or device, and it will charge wirelessly. Each iteration of the Galaxy is better
than the last. The S10 combines favorite Android stand-bys with a few new bells and whistles.
Users can enjoy increased settings and app menu customization. It also features enhanced
security for sensitive files or just those slightly embarrassing downloads that most users would
rather not show off. This Galaxy Buds deal at Amazon is so good we had to check twice.
Samsung commits to 4 years of security updates on many popular Galaxy devices. How to use
Nova Launcher to customize your Android phone. Everything you need to know about using a
microSD card on Android. Best cheap smartphone deals for February How to add a boarding
pass to Apple Wallet. The best iPhone 12 Pro Max screen protectors. Best cheap Samsung
Galaxy Note 20 deals for February Fitbit Inspire HR tips and tricks. The best iPhone 12 Pro
battery cases. Samsung is bringing Galaxy S21 features to older phones starting today.

